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Flat Roof Patio
Create a functional outdoor living area that will enhance your
home and lifestyle with a Flat Roof Patio.

A completely customisable steel roof system with alternating
clear rooftiles to allow light to transfer through whilst reducing
heat transfer.

Under your new patio roof you will have the space to entertain,
rest and relax in your new living area.

25 year Structural Warranty
Engineered for your individual address and wind zone
Hidden Brackets for a clean finish when attached to a house or
can be freestanding 
Custom made and designed to suit your home
Modern colours to suit your home
Low maintenance pre painted steel
Locally made



Our Louvres offer you the very best in all-season al fresco living
with remote controlled opening louvres and a flat ceiling finish
when closed. It's sure to be a hit when entertaining, and bring a
smile to your face when enjoying the outdoors with friends and
family.

With the handy remote control you can precisely adjust the
louvre blades to control sunlight to the desired amount, or shut
off completely when it becomes too hot. The rain sensor
automatically closes the louvre at the first sign of rain allowing all
your precious furniture to remain clean and dry. 

Automated Louvre Roofs

15 year structural warranty
Hidden Brackets for a clean finish when attached to a house or
can be freestanding 
Engineered for your individual address and wind zone
Custom made and designed to suit your home
Modern colours to suit your home
Locally made



Let's complete your outdoor living with a range of outdoor
solutions including roller blinds, screens and sheds.
 
Custom made Roller Blinds can be attached to your new patio
roof or louvre roof to create an outdoor room. Blinds can
minimise wind and rain so you can enjoy your outdoor room no
matter what the weather.

Options to have the blinds spring loaded, remote controlled or
crank handle, allowing for an easy up and down all within the Zip
Side Tracks.

5 Year Warranty
Large range of colour fabrics or PVC clear
Pelmets and Tracks powder coated to suit your house
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